A problem which has recently been of interest to several authors is to arrange the blocks of a Kirkman triple system or a nearly Kirkman triple system into a square array such that each cell of the array is either empty or contains a block of the design and with the addlitional property that each element of the system is contained in exactly one cell of each row and column of the array. P. Smith [S] has shown that this is possible for a nearly Kirkman triple system with 24 elements and, in the same paper, indicates that no other such arrays were known. It has recently been shown [2] that a Kirkman triple system with 27 elements can be arranged into a square array of this type. In this paper, we give a number of recursive constructions which allow us to produce infinitely many of these arrays. In fact, we consider a more general structure and establish recursive methods for these.
Introduction
A group divisible design (GDD) is a collection B of subsets (blocks) of cardinality (size) k taken from a v-set V along with a partition of V into groups G,, Gz,. . l 9 G,,, such that
(1) any two elements from distinct groups are contained in precisely hz blocks of B, (2) any two distinct elements from the same group are contained in exactly Al blocks of B (A, c A,) .
We denote such a design by GD(u; k; G1, Gz, . . . , G,,,; Al, A,). A GDD is resolvable if the blocks can be partitioned into classes (resolution classes) RI, R2, . . . , R, such that every variety of V is contained in exactly one block of each Ri, 1 s i G r. The collection of resolution classes is a resoc'ution of the GDD. Lemma 1.1. In a resolvable GDD, all groups haue the same size.
Proof. Let Gi be one of the groups of the GDD and g = IGil. Consider any variety x E Gin x is contained in exactly r blocks and JC must occur with each of the u -g varieties from other groups A2 times and the g -1 other varieties in Gi A I times. Hence r(k--l)=A,(g-l)+A,(u-g) * Research supported by NSERC A9258. or (A~-h,)R=h*v-A,-r(k-l), or R=(~ ' A )(A,v-A&k-l)).
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Thus, the group size is independent of the group.
Since the group size in a resolvable GDD with r resolution classes is determined by v, k and r, we will denote such a design by RGDQ,(u; F,; Al, A*).
Since each group contains at least one element,
A,v-A,-r(k-l&A,-A,
or ts
] where 1x1 is the greatest integer less than or ecjual to x. r is called the order of the design. When an RGDD,(v; k ; A,, A2) is maximal, we will omit the subscript r and denote it simply by RGDD(v; k; A,, A2). An RGDD( v; k; 0,l) is called a Kirkman system whenever v = k (mod k(k -1)). In the case when v =O mod 5), D(v; 3; 0, 1) is referred to as a nearly Kirkman tripZe system. The following is an example of a resolvable GDD which is not maximal. G, = (7, 8, 9) ,.
Here. r=3
but [(v-1) The array A is called a gro "tip dioisih!e generalized Room square and is denoted by GA,(u; k; Al, AZ). If A1 = 0 and AZ= 1, then we will denote the array simply by GA,@; k). When u = k (mod k(k -l)), the blocks in the nonempty cells of a GA@ ; k) form a doubly resolvable Kirkman system. Thus for u = k (mod k( k -l)), a GA(u; k) will be denoted by DK,J ;v).
The main concern of this paper is to provide some recursive constructions for maximal designs, GA(u ; k). In particular, constructions for DK,(u)'s are of interest. P. Smith calls a GA(u; 3), for u = 0 (mod 6), a doubly divisible nearly Kirkham triple system. In [5] , he indicates that there is only one such system known and it is a GA(24; 3). Section 3 provides infinitely many such designs.
In Section 5, we show how GA,(u; k)'s in general can be useful in recursive constructions to produce maximal designs. A direct construction for an infinite class of GA,(u; k)'s is also given.
As a final piece of notation, let I, = {1,2,3, . . . , t} for t a positive integer.
2. Known results on GA( u ; k) desibns
The existence of DKI, (u)'s will be of great importance in the recursive constructions given in the next three sections. We will record some of the known results.
In the case when k = 2, a DK*( u) is commonly referred to as a Room square of side u -1. There is extensive literature on this case. A proof of the following theorem can be found in [4].
Theorem 2.1. For all positive integers u = 0 (mod 2) (u # 4 or 6) there exists a DK,(u).
In the case of u = 4 and 6, it is known that no DK,(u) exists. For k 3 3, the existence problem is by no means solved. Theorem 2.2. There is no DK,(9) or DK,(15).
The nonexistence of a DK, (9) is obvious. The nonexistence of a DK& 15) was established by an exhaustive computer search [3] . The next two results can be found in [2]. Theorem 2.3. There exists a DK,(u) for all u = 3 or 27 (mod 3 12) and u suficiently large.
Theorem 2.4. For k a prime power, there exists a DKk (k ").
The proof of this theorem is by a direct construction. There are very few direct constructions for GA(u; U's with k Z= 3. Besides the result of Theorem 2.4, the authsr is aware of only one other direct construction. This is the GA(24; 3) constructed by P. Smith [S] . Using this result and the construction of Section 3, we produce infinitely many doubly divisible nearly Kirkman triple systems.
The direct singular prM%M
A DKk (v) is said to be normalized if every cell on the main diagonal contains a common element. Clearly, any DKk ( I)) can be normalized by suitable permutation of the * 8s and columns.
Let U be a GA(u; k) defined on a u-set V with groups G1, GZ,. . . , G,,,. A suM&gn S of D is a square subarray A of D containing only elements of a u'-set V's V and such that A is a GA&') defined on V' and having groups G;, G;, . . . , G; where (Gi,. . . , Gi}s{G,, Gt,. . . , G,,,}.
Let be a set of pairwise orthogonal Latin squares (POLS) of side n defined on an t-l-set v. Let K = (I,, I*, . . . , lr,} be a k-set of elements. Define
where a,, = ((I;, I,): 1 s t G k).
For K = (3, define LoK to be an n x n array having every cell empty. Proof. Let D: Je a normalized DK,(u,) &fined on a symbol set V,. Let D2 be a GA@; k) of order r2 defined on a set V1 and &. be a GA(u,: k) subdesign of order r,. Z& is defined on a set &E V,. Without loss of generality, we may assume that D3 is contained in the upper left corner of 02. Let E, F, and C be the r,x(rz-r,), (r,--r,)xr, and (r2-r3)x(r2-r3) subarrays shown in the following diagram:
Let Kij be the subset of VI contained in cell (i, j) of D1. Define Ki = Kii\(") where 0~ is the element common to each cell on the main diagonal of D1. Now, ~=g+rJk-1) and a3=g+r3(k-1) which implies 2)2-v3= b2-Q(k -1).
Define D,(K) to be the array D2 defined on the symbol set (Ir2_r3 x Ki) U V, where D,E D,(Ki) and D3 is defined on V,. Consider tI E Gj and f2 E Gf. tl and f2 have the forms (a, x), (b, y) respectively, where a, 6 E I,,_,, and X, y E Kie Since KS f3 K, = Q) for all s# t, by the properties of D,(ki), tI and?, do not ccur together if j = 2 and occur together in exactly one block if j# 2. Consider tl E Gi, t2 E Gi where i # h. Now tl and t2 have the form (a, x), (6, y) respectively where a, 6 E I,,_,, and x, y E Kim Since D, is a ILK&) x, y E KS,, for exactly one value of s and t, (s# t). Hence, tl and f2 occur together in precisely one ccl1 of K,,, 0L. Thus we have shown that two distinct elements from the same group arc contained in no cell of Isi and two elements from difbcnt groups arc contained in exactly one cell of A, This establishes that A is a GA,( o; k ). WC now show that A is maximal, Since This is 41c tii;?c of A and hence completes the proof that A iis a GA( t, ; k ),
The above result is referred to as the direct singular product. Having this theorem, and Theorem 2,3, we can easily prove the next, ploof, tBy the result of Smith [S], thcrc exists a GA(24; 3). llsing Theorems 2.3 and Xl, the stated result follows, PM& The result follows from Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 and the fact that every DK&) contains the trivial subdesign with one element. Since k is a prime power, there exist k POE3 of side k'.
Any nonempty cell of a DKk( u) is a subdesign of DKk( k). This observation along with Theorems 2.4 and 3.1 can be kbsed to produce other infinite classes of DK, t L' ) designs.
A PBD constnwtion
A pairwise balanced design (PBD) is a collection B of blocks from a finite u-set V of varieties such that every pair of distinct e!ements of V is contained in one block of B and for each 6 E B, lb1 E K, where K is some subset of positive integers. We denote such a PBD by BBD(u; K). A PBD contains a clu~r set if there exists a subset Cc I3 and every element of V is contained in precisely one block of C'. C is called the clecrr set of the BBD Replace this subarray by S13, if Bj E B\C and by 7',#, if B, E C 1% this is done for all blocks of D, the resulting array, A, will be shown to be a OA(ru(k -1) + I(; k).
Consider the row of A indexed by u E V. Suppose u is contained in 1 blocks of B. These I blocks consist of precisely one from C and they induce a partitioning of the cells (excluding cell (a, a) ) of tow a into Q sets. Each set is a row in a subarray. Since all elements of (a x Ik_#J(~,} are contained in (a, a), row u contains every element of ( VX I,_,)U Cl,, A similar argument applies to the calumns of A.
Let 61, G:, . , , , a!,,,, G, be the groups of Tc,,
is a partition of (V X Ik_ !}U 6,.
Consider elements tl E Gi and t+ Gt. Suppose i = h. Then t,, l2 have the form (a, x), (6, y ) respectively where a, 6 E G and X, y E ]k _ I, Since we have a PBD, a, 6 occur in no other block. Therefore, (a, x), (6, y) can only occut in the subarray T,, and hence, if j = I, tl, f2 are in the same group and do not occur in the array T,,, If j = I, l,, t2 are contained in exactly one cell of T,, and, hence, one cell of A. Suppose now ihat i# h. Then u, 6 E Bi E B\C and (a, x), (6, y) is contairred in SD,. But S,, is a DK,(IBi) (k -1) + 1) and, so (a, x), (6, y) is conrzed in py eaiseiv one cell of S*, and, hence, one cell of A. This establishes that A is a doubly resoivable group divisible array. It remains to prove that A is maximal. A is a tr x u array containing u(k -1) + g elements. But
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Hence, A is a GA(u(k -l)+ g; k).
A generdIIon
In thia section, we show how the more general structures GA,(v ; k) can be used to produce maximal designs.
Let G be a GA,(v; k) having group size g and groups Gr, G2,. . . , G, and let PI = (It, , 112.. . . , h, ) be an m element set. Define G * H to be the GA,(u; k) ohtslined from G by replacing the elements of Gi with the elements of IR x (hi}, I 5 tn. If If = $9, define G * H to be the r x r empty array.
Theorem 5.1. If there exists a DK,Ju,), a GA(u,; k) of order r2 containing a GA@,; k) of order r, as a subdesign and if there exists a GA,_Jk,g; k) having group size g, then, if v2-o3 = g(k, -l) , there exists a GA(g(v, -1) + v3; k).
plaof, Let DI be the DKk,(zQ normalized with respect to an element m. Let D2 and D3 be the GA(o,; k) and subdesign GA(sr,; k) respectively, and let Vi be the variety set of Q, 16 i s 3. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, partition D2 into the subarrays DJ, E, F and G. Let Kii be the subset of VI contained in cell (i, j) of Q and define Ki = K,,\(z). Finally, define D2( K,) to be the array D2 defined on the symbol set (Ig X Ki) U V3 where D, c D,( Ki). The subarrays D3, E, E', G induce a partitioning of Dz(Ki) into subarrays D3, Ei, Fi and Gi. We now form the array A as follows::
The proof that A is a GA,(g(u, -l)+u,; k) for r= r1(r2-r3)+r3 follows as in Theorem 3.1; hence we omit the prood. Since the number of elements in A is g(c, --1) + v3, g(u*-1)+03-l (0*-U&-l)
which is the size of A. This establishes A as a GA(g(u, -1) + v3; k) array.
It should be noted that a @A,,( kn; k) with group size n is equivalent to a set of k POLS of side n. Hence, in the above theorem, if k, = k and r2 -r3 = g, we obtain Theorem 3.1. We now construct another class of GA,(o; ic)s which may prove useful in applications of Theorem 5.1.
For the definitions of finite projective plane and hyperoval the reader is referred to [l] .
Theorem 5.2. Zf there exists a finite projective plane of order n which contains a hyperoval, then there exists a GA&n(n -1); in).
Proof. Let P be the finite projective plane and Z-Z be the hyperoval. Let V be the set of $z( n -1) lines of P which do not meet H and let Z3 = {b,, ba, . . . , l+} be the t= n2-1 points of P on lines of V. Define Bi = {v E V: bi is incident with u).
Since any two lines in V meet in a unique point and each point of B is on exactly in lines of V, then the Bi'S form the blocks of an ($n(n -l), in, l)-balanced incomplete block design D. Consider any line 1 of P which meets H. Each point of I not in H is contained in exactly $n lines of V. Thus, I determines a resolution class of blocks in D. If we consider a point x E ZZ, then the lines of P which contain x induce a resolution of the blocks of D. Let X, y E H (x# y) and, R ={I*, II, 12,. . . , Z,,} and R' ={l*, hl, h2, . . . , h,,} where R and R' are the set of lines which contain x and y respectively and Z* is the line which contains both x and y. Consider Zi E R and hj E R'. Since li and hj have at most one point of Z3 in common, the resolution classes of D determined by Zi and hj will have at most one block in common.
Form an n x n array A where the rows and columns of A are indexed by the elements of R\{I*) and R'\{Z*) respectively. In cell (li, hj) place the block of D which is common to the resolution classes determined by Zi and hi* Of course, if there is no common block, the empty set is in position (li, hi). It is easily checked that A is a GA,($n(n -1); in) with groups consisting of the blocks of D determined by the line I*. This completes the proof.
COPOUT 5.2. Zf n = 2" (CM a positive integer), there exists a GA,($tz(n -1); $n j.
Proof. If n = 2", there exists a finite projective plane of order n containing a hyperoval. The result now follows from Theorem 5.2. Theorem 5.3. Let n = 2", cu a positive integer. Zf t!r_nyp exists a DK,,,($n(n -1)) and a DK,_ 1( v), then there exists a DK,,($vn).
Proof* In Theorem 5.1, if we take the DK&J to be a DK,_,(u',, the GA(v,; k) to be a DK,,,($r(n -1)) containing a GA&r; $n) and use the GA,(in(n -1); $n) of the preceding corollary, then the stated result follows.
